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NON-FICTION

POSTCARDS NEVERCaitlin
SENT
McDonald
You with your hipster glasses and your sticker-laden Hydro Flasks. Why
put stickers on everything? Don’t you know the value of an Apple laptop? Stop writing articles trying to offend everyone about everything.
And since when am I required to address my “personal pronoun” during
introductions? I personally identify as Annoyed.
*
The first hot day of summer. An A on your ten-page essay. The empty parking spot next to the entrance. The first snowfall of the season.
Getting into a freshly-made bed. The Andes mint on your hotel pillow.
Cutting through a perfectly-cooked steak. Your favorite song on the radio.
The first sip of coffee in the morning. Any time you kiss me.
*
Do you remember the day you bought that old grand piano? Driving back,
I’ve never seen you so young. The truck didn’t feel much lighter when the
piano left it, and it wasn’t even a sharp corner. Just a measly little pothole. Shattered wood and scattered keys covered the sidewalk. Forgotten
sheet music from the 19-teens.
*
Where I am: A quiet, corner table in Ceann Sibeal (Key-OU-n Shi-BALL),
where the bartenders aren’t impressed by my language skills and don’t
ask me how I’m doing. Go maith, I’d say.
What I’m eating: Leek and potato soup accompanied by a thick slice of
Irish soda bread topped with Kerry Gold butter. Gone too soon.
What I’m drinking: Cronin’s Cider poured from a tall, dark bottle into a
delicate pint glass. Crisp, not tangy. Refreshing… and getting to my head
after round three.
What I’m thinking: Let’s get married.
*
There’s a certain kind of loneliness in the happiest of moments, as if time
is suddenly and always your worst enemy.
There’s a certain kind of loneliness in the midst of a night terror, as if an
embedded fear surfaces and consumes, rattles and burrows, chest and
stomach, rips the blankets from your shaking limbs.
There’s a certain kind of loneliness in the way you’re looking out the
window.
Something left behind or never found?
*
You gave me two packages of gel pens for my birthday. Are they for writ-
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